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The exam consists of four questions on five pages. Each question is of equal value.

1. Consider the two series Xt = (−1)tX and Yt = tY , where the random variable X ∼ (0, σ2
X) is

independent of the random variable Y ∼ (0, σ2
Y ).

(a) What is the expected value of each series?

(b) What is the variance of each series?

(c) What is the covariance (e.g., COV (Xt, Xt−j)) of each series for j = 1, 2, . . .? Which serie(s) are

stationary?

(d) What is the covariance (i.e., COV (Xt, Yt)) between the two series?

(e) What is the h-step ahead forecast for each series for h = 1, 2, . . .?
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2. Suppose we have two series Yt and Xt, which are defined as

Yt = α+ βXt + εt

Xt = φXt−1 + vt,

where φ = 1, and εt and vt are each white noise sequences.

(a) Each series is nonstationary: how do we know?

(b) For the second equation (Xt = φXt−1+vt): how would you conduct a test for stationarity? Name

the test, give the null hypothesis, the test statistic and the decision rule.

(c) If the null of stationarity from part (b) is rejected, how would you make the series stationary (be

specific)?

(d) Suppose we ran an OLS regression on the equation Yt = α + βXt + εt, would the residuals be

stationary or nonstationary?

(e) What is the cointegrating vector?
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3. Suppose we have t = 1, 2, . . . , T observations on yt and believe the model is of the form

yt = c+ δt+ φyt−1 + εt + θεt−1,

where 0 < φ < 1 and εt is a white noise sequence.

(a) What is the expected value of this series?

(b) Use differencing to make this series stationary.

(c) Instead of differencing, show how you can detrend the series.

(d) For the detrended series obtained in part (c), what is the expected value of this series?

(e) For the detrended series obtained in part (c), forecast the series for h = 1, 2, . . .
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4. The two figures below were compiled via the R code on the next page. Next to each figure, briefly state

what is being plotted and the significance of the plot. On the next page, write a very brief statement

for what each line of code is trying to accomplish.
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  rm(list=ls())
 
  library(tseries)

  T <- 500
 
  et <- runif(T,-1,1)
 
  tt <- seq(1,T,1)
 
  yt <- rep(0,T)
 
  yt[1] <- 1
 
  for (i in 2:(T/4)){
    yt[i] <- 0.5 + 0.5*yt[i-1] + et[i] + 0.5*et[i-1]
  }
 
  for (i in (T/4+1):T){
    yt[i] <- 0.5 + 0.5*yt[i-1] + et[i] + 0.5*et[i-1] - 1.15
  } 

  plot(tt,yt,type="l",xlab="time",ylab="y_t")
 
  full.sample.mle <- arma(yt,order = c(1,1))
  sigma.full <- full.sample.mle$css/(T-4)

  fifteen <- floor(quantile(tt,0.15))
  eightyfive <- floor(quantile(tt,0.85))
  rr <- seq(fifteen,eightyfive,1)
  sigma.front <- rep(0,length(rr))
  sigma.back <- rep(0,length(rr))
  lambda <- rep(0,length(rr))
 
  for (i in 1:length(rr)){
 
    y.front <- yt[1:rr[i]]
    y.back <- yt[(rr[i]+1):T]
 
    front.mle <- arma(y.front,order = c(1,1))
    back.mle <- arma(y.back, order = c(1,1))
 
    sigma.front[i] <- front.mle$css/(rr[i]-4)
    sigma.back[i] <- back.mle$css/(T-rr[i]-4)
 
    lambda[i] <- 0.5*rr[i]*log(sigma.front[i]) + 0.5*(T-rr[i])*log(sigma.back[i])
- 0.5*T*log(sigma.full)
 
  }

  plot(rr,lambda,type="l",xlab="time",ylab="lambda")
 
  min.lambda.index <- which.min(lambda)
  min.lambda <- min(lambda)
 
  lr <- -2*log(min.lambda)


